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Vance Industries, Inc EZ Slide ‘n Stor Product Line 
 
Bensenville, IL (February 2007) –  Vance Industries, Inc has announced a new product line EZ Slide ‘n Stor.  
This new line of products addresses the ever increasing need to store more items in your kitchen while 
reducing clutter.  The EZ Slide ‘n Stor products utilize the previously unused space just below a shelf or at the 
very top of a cabinet through an easy to install and virtually invisible rail system. 
 
The initial product lineup: 
1. Med Center 

This Medication organizer has storage bins that are sized to fit the most popular medication bottles.  It is 
designed to slide on clear acrylic rails that easily mount to the underside of wall cabinet shelves.  This 
allows the product to utilize otherwise unused space in the wall cabinet.  It slides out easily so you can set it 
on your counter while accessing the contents.  This feature allows one or more to be mounted under even 
the highest shelf because you remove it for use then simply slide it back in when done. 

2. Med Manager 
This medication organizer has storage bins that are sized to fit the most popular medication bottles and in 
addition has two rows of 7 (one week for two people) medication dispensing wells.  Like the Med Center 
above, this product slides on clear acrylic rails that mount to the otherwise unused underside of a wall 
cabinet shelf.  It is designed to be fully removed for use then simply slides back in when done.  If mounted 
under a lower shelf, the organizer can be slid halfway out thereby exposing the dispensing wells without 
full removal 

3. Stuff Organizer 
This general purpose organization tray has storage bins that will hold many different items in your kitchen, 
bar, bath, or office.  It is designed for installation at the top of the base cabinet opening thereby using 
otherwise unused space.  It slides on adjustable steel rails that mount to the front and back or sides of the 
cabinet frame.   

4. Poly Breadboard 
This product takes the Vance restaurant grade high density Polyethylene breadboard to a new level of 
convenience.  Using adjustable steel rails, you mount this breadboard at the top of the base cabinet opening 
using otherwise unused space.  The breadboard is then ready at hand when needed.  When done, simply 
slide it back into the rails for convenient nearly invisible storage. 

5. Wood Breadboard 
This product takes the Vance hardwood, superior quality breadboards to a new level of convenience.  Using 
adjustable steel rails, you mount this breadboard at the top of the base cabinet opening using otherwise 
unused space.  The breadboard is then ready at hand when needed.  When done, simply slide it back into the 
rails for convenient nearly invisible storage. 

 
Vance Industries, Inc is taking orders now for the EZ Slide ‘n Stor products.  The new products will begin 
shipping spring 2007.   
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Vance Industries, Inc. 
 Headquartered in Bensenville, IL, Vance Industries is one of the nation’s leading 

manufacturers and distributors of home products, both domestically and worldwide. For 

nearly sixty years, Vance Industries has developed and manufactured innovative 

products in a broad variety of home product categories, including: cutting boards, sink 

mounting and clamping, drawer organizers, cabinet organizers, and other products for 

the home. Vance Industries vast product lines include Surface Saver® Tempered Glass 

surface protection, Perfect Fit™ drawer organizers, cabinet organization systems, wood 

cutting boards, polyethylene cutting boards, the patented Sink undermounter, Sink 

mounting frames (rims), Sink mounting studs, and more.  For further information about 

the EZ Slide ‘n Stor products, contact Vance Industries at 630 694-8500. 

Protect it, Organize it, or Mount it with Vance Industries 
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